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Welcome to the 15h issue of the Oriel VIP Re-
port in which we compare the single-aisle air-
craft supply to a ‘Field of Dreams’. 

Since the financial crisis in 2008, demand for air 
transport has been remarkably resilient too such a 
degree that the period has seen a breakdown be-
tween the historical GDP and passenger growth rela-
tionship as measured by 
ASKs.   

During the last 18 months the low fuel price for 
many airlines has, no doubt, helped to stimulate de-
mand and there is also a suggestion that de-
mographics and socio-economic factors have con-
tributed.  The traffic growth runaway, in our view, is 
fuelled not by the wealth growth alone (as reflected 
by the GDP) but also increased availability of rela-
tively cheap capacity which airlines use to create de-
mand.  And while the oil prices are low they can do 
so without losing their proverbial shirt.  A misquoted 
line from the critically acclaimed baseball movie ‘A 
Field of Dreams’ best describes the recent demand 
growth - ‘if you build it they will come’.  This phrase 
could also be applied to the production rate increas-
es that Airbus and Boeing are planning for their sin-
gle aisle products, which combined will be producing 
117 aircraft per month by the end of the decade.  
Can the market support these rates?  The global 
market forecasts/outlooks the OEMs publish suggest 
not; the order backlogs suggest higher rates are 
needed.  However such is the zeal that Airbus and 
Boeing each wants to maintain a 50% share we be-
lieve the planned increases are inevitable.  Assuming 
margins can be maintained on the sales and each 
aircraft is delivered and financed then this has to be 
good news for the OEMs and their shareholders.  But 
do these higher production rates have consequences 
for other parties in the industry? 

For the new entrant OEMs, increased production 
rates by the incumbents make competition even 

more difficult.  While previously they could hope to 
capitalise on the short-term lack of availability, high 
rates give A&B more flexibility to accommodate late-
coming customers.  Bombardier’s suggestion to 
stretch the C-Series to 175 seats to secure Delta’s 
order might be just another factor in the production 
rate decision. 

For the broader lessor community, arguably they will 
be vulnerable to this level of capacity increase 
should there be a demand shortfall.  The values and 
lease rates of middle aged aircraft bear the brunt at 
any hint of oversupply.   

As the lease rate factor chart below (net of interest 
rates) illustrates the middle aged A320s do experi-
ence greater volatility, threatening financial owners’ 
revenues.  It is only in the last 24 months we have 
seen the lease rates for this group of aircraft show 
some moderate improvement.  

For the airlines, the higher rates can only be good 
news, enabling access to new kit.  Furthermore, if 
values and lease rates are impaired because of over-
supply airlines will have the ability to acquire attrac-
tive older equipment, which will still be competitive, 
even more so with the expected benign fuel price 
environment. 

The production rate increase will also fuel the debate 
on shortening useful lives and in this respect can we 
point readers in the direction of the following event: 
Aircraft Economic Life Summit taking place on 22 
November 2016 in Dublin, hosted by Everest Events.  
We are participating, and the two sides of the debate 
will be putting forward their arguments on this ongo-
ing subject matter. 
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We are committed to maintain-
ing close relationship with the 
market and attending a variety 
of industry events.  Meet us at 
ISTAT Asia, Tokyo, 17-19 May.  
Find us at: www.oriel.aero. 
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